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Kathleen Ramsay

From: Drew Campbell <802drew@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2016 9:22 PM

To: Dan Werner

Cc: Bill Kernan; Kathleen Ramsay; ilana@mjccvt.org; brian.carpenter11@yahoo.com; 

lasermily@yahoo.com; seshashok@comcast.net

Subject: Re: Section of Water Street renamed?

Attachments: Proposed DRAFT - Sign for Water St and Charles Ave.png

 
That was fast -- I noticed the change today and was amazed by the quick resolution. Thank you, Dan! Kudos to 
you and others at DPW for the quick response. 
 
Meanwhile, I'm still left wondering why our block of Water Street hasn't been renamed to become part of 
Charles Avenue. I understand the inclination to avoid change, but as the DPW's honest mistake illustrates, a 
LOT of people already think this is part of Charles Avenue, and it causes confusion regardless of signage. I 
grew up here myself and for decades never realized this short block was part of Water Street either. Does 
anyone know if renaming it has ever been considered? What would such a process involve? 
 
The Vermont Enhanced 9-1-1 road naming standards suggest, among other things: 
 
* "Every distinct road shall be a separate named road." 
 
* "Road names should be assigned based on traffic patterns. Road networks are often like stream networks, with 
main stems of high traffic volume, and tributaries with less traffic. Where a road forks into two roads, the fork 
with the higher traffic volume should continue with the same name." 
 
* "Road names shall only change where there is a substantial intersection, or at town boundaries." 
 
Of course it could be argued that this isn't technically a "fork" and the Water/Charles change does occur at an 
intersection (albeit not a very "substantial" one), but you can see how renaming our block to be part of Charles 
Avenue, keeping the same name for the entire road, following the major flow of traffic, would better adhere to 
the spirit of these standards. (I also realize that existing town streets were grandfathered and therefore not 
*required* to be renamed for E-9-1-1; I'm just referring to these standards because they are Vermont's 
established best practices and the standard framework for renaming roads.) 
 
I have not yet asked my neighbors what they'd think of such a change, because I'd like to hear from you (DPW 
and other town officials) first about what such a process would look like. If renaming is feasible, I am willing to 
conduct a survey of property owners and residents on both Water Street and Charles Avenue before proceeding, 
to gauge local opinion. (What I'd need to know beforehand is how renaming would affect addressing. I know all 
Water Street addresses would be affected, with one block changed to Charles Ave and the other block 
renumbered to start at zero. However since Charles Avenue is numbered starting at Court Street and progressing 
northward, and this would simply extend numbering another block north, could existing Charles Avenue 
addresses keep their house numbers -- or would the new extension un-grandfather the road from E-9-1-1 
standards and require renumbering the whole avenue?) 
 
And while I want to fully explore the possibility of renaming our block and what the specific ramifications 
would be, if we decide it's not feasible, or if a majority of residents on these streets don't approve, then we 
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should at least pursue clearer signage at the confusing intersection where Water Street turns and Charles 
Avenue begins. I suggest using three standard street signs on one post. For clarity, we could add house number 
ranges with directional arrows, like many Vermont towns (including Weybridge) are now doing on their road 
signs. Please take a look at the attached image I created to illustrate this suggestion. (Note that I estimated the 
house numbers in my draft picture. Mary Johnson's is #81 and Google says the barn with the 10 
Commandments after the turn is #107, so I guessed it split around 100, but you'd know better.) 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration, and thanks again for your quick sign change today! 
 
Drew Campbell 
30 Water St Apt 2 
Middlebury, VT 05753 
802-349-5631 
802drew@gmail.com 
 
 
On Wed, Oct 12, 2016 at 1:31 PM, Dan Werner <DWerner@townofmiddlebury.org> wrote: 

The “Water St” sign has been put back up. 

  

  

  

From: Drew Campbell [mailto:802drew@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2016 10:05 PM 
To: Dan Werner <DWerner@TownOfMiddlebury.org>; Bill Kernan <BKernan@TownOfMiddlebury.org> 
Cc: Kathleen Ramsay <KRamsay@TownOfMiddlebury.org>; ilana@mjccvt.org; brian.carpenter11@yahoo.com; 
lasermily@yahoo.com 
Subject: Section of Water Street renamed? 

  

  

For many years I have lived on Water Street, but recently my street got a new sign indicating "Charles Ave". 
This is either a blessing or a mistake... 

  

Historically Water Street has started at Cross Street, running south for a block, then turning west after Mary 
Johnson's Children's Center -- where the traffic-slowing "stop" sign was moved to when the road was 
reconstructed. It's at this stop sign that the road continuing south became Charles Avenue. (Please see the 
attached map for a visual representation of this.) 

  

This has always caused confusion when trying to direct people to my house, because the only street sign for 
Water Street was at the east/west branch of it (by the aforementioned stop sign), with nothing indicating the 
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turn of this street or how the north/south street becomes known as Charles Avenue at this point southward. 
And until recently, there was no sign at the intersection of Cross Street. 

  

Sometime within the past few weeks, a "Charles Ave" sign was installed at the Cross Street intersection. Has 
our section of street been renamed? It would be *wonderful* if this is the case, because it would eliminate a 
LOT of confusion about our weirdly shaped road. (The road is called Charles Avenue for most of its length, so 
it would make a lot of sense to rename the final block with the same name.) However I'd like to know what my 
new address is (it has been 30 Water St) and we should get maps updated. 

  

On the other hand, if this sign is a mistake, it is causing a lot of confusion. Folks on this block have a hard 
enough time explaining Water Street without the proper signage, so you can imagine how much tougher it is 
with a misnamed sign. If this sign is a mistake, I hope it can be corrected quickly. (Though again, I'd totally 
support renaming this section of street, so perhaps that could be considered too.) 

  

Thank you, 

  

Drew Campbell 

30 Water St Apt 2 

Middlebury, VT 05753 

  

802-349-5631 

  

  

 


